Optogenetics in preclinical neuroscience and psychiatry research: recent insights and potential applications
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Abstract: There have been significant advances in the treatment of psychiatric disease in the last half century, but it is still unclear which neural circuits are ultimately responsible for specific disease states. Fortunately, technical limitations that have constrained this research have recently been mitigated by advances in research tools that facilitate circuit-based analyses. The most prominent of these tools is optogenetics, which refers to the use of genetically encoded, light-sensitive proteins that can be used to manipulate discrete neural circuits with temporal precision. Optogenetics has recently been used to examine the neural underpinnings of both psychiatric disease and symptom relief, and this research has rapidly identified novel therapeutic targets for what could be a new generation of rational drug development. As these and related methodologies for controlling neurons ultimately make their way into the clinic, circuit-based strategies for alleviating psychiatric symptoms could become a remarkably refined approach to disease treatment.
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Introduction

Within the last half century, there has been remarkable progress in the treatment of psychiatric disease. The first chemical antidepressants were discovered fortuitously in clinical trials designed to treat tuberculosis.¹ Since then, researchers in both academia and industry have developed an impressive array of related compounds, which work through similar mechanisms but treat a host of different psychiatric conditions.² These developments have led to an abundance of pharmacotherapies that have dramatically increased the number of available treatment options for psychiatrists. Unfortunately, currently available drugs still produce numerous deleterious side effects and, for a substantial number of patients, are largely ineffective in alleviating their disease symptoms. Consequently, there remains a strong need for more effective, targeted pharmacotherapies to treat psychiatric disease.

A better understanding of the neurobiological processes that underlie psychiatric disease states is expected to help drug development efforts. Accordingly, there has been a considerable effort to identify biological variables that consistently differ between healthy individuals and those with disease.³ Studies in humans have implicated various circuits in specific psychiatric disease states using neuroimaging, genomic, and postmortem tissue analyses.³ However, data produced from these studies are largely post hoc in nature and cannot be used to conclusively infer cause and effect. The attribution of causality to specific neuronal circuitry or reliable biomarkers has been hampered by technological limitations and overall etiological complexities.³ In order to determine if
a specific biological process is integral to a psychiatric condition, it must be experimentally manipulated in preclinical models of the disease. To this end, numerous animal models of psychiatric disease states have been developed.\(^6\)

One approach to modeling psychiatric disease in an animal is to use a behavioral task in which an animal’s performance is sensitive to drug treatments that have already proved to be effective in humans.\(^7\) When new drugs produce behavioral effects that are similar to those elicited with proven pharmacotherapies, they are likely to have similar mechanisms of action to the old drugs and be similarly effective in treating the disease. This strategy provides strong predictive validity in modeling treatment of disease states and has been successfully used to screen novel compounds. However, its utility may be limited to compounds that act via the same mechanisms as those used to initially develop the behavioral model. An additional caveat to this line of research is that predictive validity in modeling treatment does not necessarily mean that the etiology or mechanisms underlying the disease in humans are relevant to the given model. Thus, while animal models of psychiatric disease offer a powerful approach to understand symptomatology, they may be less able to provide information about the neural processes that are ultimately responsible for the initiation of disease states.

The unclear neuronal substrates of psychiatric diseases and correspondingly slow progress of novel drug development have resulted in pharmaceutical companies recently abandoning development of psychiatric compounds.\(^8\) To reinvigorate research, it may be necessary to take a more refined technological approach to the study of disease symptoms and treatment. The maladaptive behaviors associated with complex psychiatric disorders are likely the result of specific aberrant processes in discrete, albeit multiple, neural circuits. The development of optogenetics has provided researchers with a powerful set of tools to manipulate neural activity in genetically defined populations of cells in a pathway-specific manner.\(^9\) In applying optogenetic strategies to established animal models of psychiatric disease, investigators have made rapid progress in defining the neural circuitry responsible for both psychiatric disease and symptom relief.

**Optogenetic tools**

Optogenetic approaches enable researchers to activate or inhibit groups of neurons, which can be defined by genetic identity and/or projection target. This is made possible through the targeted expression of light-sensitive proteins known as rhodopsins, which are responsive to specific wavelengths of light. Rhodopsins are protein complexes that contain an opsin (channel) and a light-sensitive cofactor (retinal).\(^10\) The opsins used in optogenetic strategies are generally derived from the type 1 class of prokaryotic rhodopsin proteins that support a covalent bond with an internalized retinal molecule.\(^11\) The ionic environment around this covalent bond influences the spectral sensitivity of the protein, whereas the amino acid residues around it play a significant role in channel kinetics.\(^12\) Photon absorption causes a conformational change in the rhodopsin protein, via retinal isomerization, which allows for ion translocation across the channel.

Opsins are broadly categorized based on their depolarizing or hyperpolarizing effects. Depolarizing opsins, or channelrhodopsins (ChRs), permit the translocation of cations into the intracellular space upon photon absorption and retinal isomerization. Channelrhodopsin-1 (ChR1) was the first of this type to be characterized, but it produces relatively small photocurrents and is not widely used.\(^13\) Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) has a higher photocurrent than its predecessor and has proved to be quite effective at altering neuronal firing patterns in mammalian tissue.\(^14,15\) It is maximally activated by 470 nm wavelength light and can sustain reliable firing up to 40 Hz. Multiple variants of ChR1 and ChR2 have recently been developed through point mutations and chimeric complexes in an attempt to improve or alter ion permeability (CatCH), channel kinetics (ChETA), and wavelength selectivity (C1V1)\(^12,16\) (see Table 1 for a list of notable variants). The creation of red-shifted opsins, such as C1V1, has enabled independent excitation of two depolarizing opsins in the same tissue.\(^17,18\) In addition, longer wavelengths mitigate light scatter and absorption, thus promoting deeper tissue penetration.\(^19\)

In general, the photocurrent generated from opsin activation decays quickly following light cessation. This feature is an asset for most experimental designs, but certain behavioral paradigms benefit from prolonged manipulations. ChR2 variants known as stabilized-step function opsins significantly extend the open-state of the channel from a single pulse of blue light, which promotes a sustained depolarized state. This state increases the likelihood of firing in response to endogenous input, and can be inactivated with a single pulse of yellow light.\(^20\) Recent step function opsin variants can induce depolarized states that last as long as 30 minutes following a single activating pulse of light.\(^21\)

Hyperpolarizing opsins, in contrast, are more limiting in both their overall characteristics and variety. Most hyperpolarizing opsins have an activation profile that is significantly red-shifted
Table 1 Summary of noteworthy opsin proteins commonly used in optogenetic research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Opsin</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excitatory</td>
<td>ChR1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Original opsin. Not conventionally used.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ChR2</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>Suitable for stimulation paradigms &lt;40 Hz.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ChETA⁺</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>ChR2 variant. Spike fidelity up to 200 Hz. Red-shifted variant exists.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CatCh</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>Ca²⁺-permeable ChR2 variant. 2.5× more photocurrent, 70× more</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIVI</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>light-sensitive, and higher frequency fidelity than ChR2.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SFO⁺</td>
<td>470/561</td>
<td>Prolonged depolarizing effect with single light-pulse activation (470 nm) and termination (561 nm).</td>
<td>20,21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibitory</td>
<td>iC1C2/ChloC</td>
<td>475/465</td>
<td>Chloride-conducting ion channel.</td>
<td>26,27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eNpHR3.0</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>Chloride pump. Can potentially disrupt chloride gradient and cause post-inhibitory excitatory states.</td>
<td>22,24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eArch3.0</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>Proton pump.</td>
<td>16,129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell signaling</td>
<td>OptoXR</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Chimeric proteins in which G-protein coupled receptors are sensitive to light. Currently available with adrenergic (Gq, Gs) and serotonergic (Gi/o) receptors.</td>
<td>30,31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Variants of these opsins have different spectral absorption peaks.
Abbreviations: ChR, channelrhodopsin; eNpHR3.0, halorhodopsin; eArch3.0, archaerhodopsin; SFO, step function opsin.

In comparison with the standard depolarizing ChRs. Potent inhibition can be achieved through the pumping of chloride ions into the neuron through halorhodopsin (eg, eNpHR3.0) or via expelling protons from the intracellular space using archaerhodopsin (eg, eArch3.0). However, despite their effectiveness, pumps are not energetically efficient, owing to their one proton to one ion photocycle, and do not alter the cell’s input resistance. Additionally, sustained halorhodopsin activation can disrupt chloride gradients, leading to a change in gamma-aminobutyric acid type A (GABA_A) receptor reversal potential, thus eliciting a post-inhibitory excitatory state. Recently, however, it has been shown that point mutations in a chimeric ChR protein can convert it into a chloride conducting channel. The slow mutant variant, known as slow ChloC, possesses a 10-second long open-state during which neurons are effectively silenced. Longer periods of neuronal inhibition can be achieved with a pharmacogenetic approach that utilizes designer receptors that are exclusively activated by designer drugs.

In addition to the advances in opsins-mediated excitatory and inhibitory neuronal activity, there has been success in engineering chimeric opsin proteins that directly alter intracellular signaling cascades through G-protein coupled receptors. This class of proteins are known as OptoXRs, and they have been designed to incorporate bovine rhodopsin (type II opsin) into endogenously expressed adrenergic and serotonergic receptors. As a result of these developments, optogenetics provides a temporally refined and multifaceted toolkit of opsins allowing various controls on neuronal activity within genetically defined neuronal cell types.

To achieve selective opsin expression, DNA constructs encoding the opsins, often fused with a fluorescent protein marker (eg, yellow fluorescent protein), are introduced into neurons in an anatomically restricted manner, commonly by transgenic introduction, viral injection, or in vivo electroporation. Expression of opsins within neurons can be further restricted with the use of selective promoters or DNA recombination systems. For example, one popular expression protocol involves the use of Cre-recombinase, for its ability to invert gene orientations based on Cre-identifiable tags (lox sites) that flank opsin genes. Thus, cell-specific opsin expression can be achieved using transgenic animals that express Cre under a cell-specific gene promoter (eg, tyrosine hydroxylase), followed by viral infection carrying a payload with the opsin gene in an inverted orientation. As a result, only neurons expressing Cre will be able express the opsin gene since it will have been inverted to its correct orientation.

Once the proteins are expressed, they will diffuse within the membranes of cells and traffic to distal neural processes. This allows for the direct manipulation of spiking activity, either through stimulation of cell bodies or their distal processes. Thus, there are multiple dimensions by which photostimulation can be restricted, ie, anatomical location of DNA delivery, cell-type specific expression, and localized light delivery. When these approaches are used together, anatomically localized, genetically defined neural pathways can be repeatedly stimulated or inhibited, in vitro and in vivo.

**Depression**
Current treatments for clinical depression include pharmacotherapies that directly increase synaptic levels of serotonin...
and/or norepinephrine systems via reuptake inhibition. These two neurotransmitter systems have diffuse projections throughout the brain and are involved in a variety of functions, which may be the reason why individual patients respond to different antidepressant drugs in a highly variable manner. While antidepressant drugs act on these entire systems, it is presumed that only a subset of these projections are ultimately responsible for the therapeutic actions.36–37 This appears to be an area ripe for optogenetic analyses. However, antidepressant drugs typically require weeks of medication before symptoms alleviate, which complicates experimental designs and raises questions about the direct role of serotonin/norepinephrine in the therapeutic effects of antidepressant medications.

The initial optogenetic explorations of depression have instead attempted to dissect a nonpharmacological treatment for depression known as deep brain stimulation, a treatment that has been explored as an alternative therapeutic option for severely depressed individuals. Deep brain stimulation via implanted electrodes that target frontal cortical areas and the nucleus accumbens has been demonstrated to relieve symptoms of intractable depression in human subjects.38–42 It is unclear if there is a common neurobiological substrate mediating the therapeutic effects of electrical brain stimulation and antidepressant medication. Unlike drug-induced antidepressant effects, symptom relief following deep brain stimulation has a rapid onset. However, interpretation of the immediate effects of electrical stimulation is problematic, because it is not obvious how neural activity is altered by this manipulation. Electrical stimulation elicits nonspecific activation of all neuronal cell types and processes in a small area around the electrode. Since frontal cortical areas integrate information from throughout the brain and have projections that are similarly diffuse, it is difficult to attribute therapeutic effects to specific neural pathways. As such, electrical stimulation lacks the resolution needed to precisely define which local networks and cell types are responsible for the observed therapeutic changes.

Researchers’ attempts to dissect stimulation-induced antidepressant effects with optogenetic tools have focused on alleviating depression in animal models of the disease. One of these animal models is known as the forced swim test, where laboratory rodents are placed in tanks of water and scored for time spent actively struggling versus passively floating.43–44 Antidepressant treatments increase the amount of time that animals spend struggling. Other models of interest expose animals to stressful events, which creates a behavioral phenotype that is sensitive to chemical antidepressant treatments.45 Optogenetic studies employing these animal models (summarized in Table 2) demonstrate that photostimulation of neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex can elicit antidepressant-like behavior in both forced swim and chronic social defeat models of depression.46–49 Additional research has demonstrated that optogenetic stimulation directed to the specific medial prefrontal cortex projections that innervate the dorsal raphe nucleus is sufficient to produce antidepressant-like effects.48 The dorsal raphe nucleus is the principal source of ascending serotonin projections and the neurotransmitter system that most antidepressant pharmacological treatments act upon.50 Thus, convergent lines of evidence implicate the dorsal raphe nucleus and its regulation by the medial prefrontal cortex in the treatment of depression.

Despite the strong evidence implicating the medial prefrontal cortex-dorsal raphe nucleus circuit in treating...
symptoms of depression, many ambiguities remain regarding its precise role in this process. This pathway appears to preferentially excite GABAergic interneurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus, suggesting that excitatory medial prefrontal cortex input to the dorsal raphe nucleus may act to depress serotonin levels via feed-forward inhibition. Consistent with this idea, pharmacological inhibition of the medial prefrontal cortex has been shown to enhance both stress-induced serotonin activity and “learned helplessness” behavior. Collectively, these optogenetic and pharmacological studies support the provocative conclusion that acute decreases in serotonin function are capable of producing antidepressant-like effects. Similar behavioral effects have been demonstrated by reducing serotonin function via dorsal raphe nucleus negative-feedback autoreceptor activation or overexpression. These findings go against studies in humans in which acute depletion of serotonin synthesis decreases mood in people with a history of major depressive disorder. Thus, “antidepressant” responses in some behavioral models might be produced by any perturbation of serotonin signaling, regardless of directionality of effect.

In contrast with the forced swim test, optogenetic research exploiting the chronic social defeat model of depression has supported the more conventional conclusion that enhancing serotonin neuron activity in the dorsal raphe nucleus reduces depression-like behavior. Specifically, social defeat experiences have been demonstrated to sensitize GABAergic interneuron function in the dorsal raphe nucleus, and photoinhibition of this population of neurons prevents the acquisition of defeat-induced social avoidance. Further, bidirectional manipulations of medial prefrontal cortex-dorsal raphe nucleus circuitry can modulate defeat behavior in positive or negative ways, accordingly. A greater understanding of these behavioral models and the microcircuitry of the dorsal raphe nucleus will help explain how different neural inputs are integrated in this region of the brain.

Other medial prefrontal cortex projection targets, in addition to the dorsal raphe nucleus, have recently been explored as well. Optogenetic stimulation to the medial prefrontal cortex projections to the nucleus accumbens have been shown to produce antidepressant-like effects in mice that exhibited depressive symptomatology following cholecystokinin infusions into the medial prefrontal cortex. This work highlights a potential role for the nucleus accumbens in depression, which is a region that has been somewhat overlooked in relation to this disease state. While the nucleus accumbens does receive serotonin and norepinephrine input, it is most prominently innervated by dopaminergic fibers. Photoactivation of midbrain dopamine neurons that innervate the nucleus accumbens has been shown to elicit antidepressant-like effects in both the tail suspension and forced swim tests. On the other hand, activation of accumbens-projecting dopamine cell bodies exacerbates the effects of social defeat stress, so this system may not have a simple role in depressive symptomatology. Indeed, midbrain dopamine neuron stimulation has been reported to produce opposite effects on sucrose preference in different studies, which suggests that specific conclusions may be more attributable to experimental parameters than depression in general. More research is needed to clarify how dopamine and its downstream effectors regulate mood in relation to chronic depression.

### Anxiousy

Anxiety disorders are generally characterized by excessive feelings of apprehension in the absence of any immediate threat. This category of disorders is broad, as it includes generalized anxiety, obsessive-compulsive, and post-traumatic stress disorders. Modern medications used to treat anxiety disorders largely target serotonin and GABAergic neurotransmitter systems; however, drugs that block norepinephrine function appear to have particular utility in post-traumatic stress disorder.

Research into the neurobiology of anxiety has largely focused on the amygdala and its extended compartment in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST), as these regions are critical for the manifestation of fear. Early studies in laboratory animals found that electrical stimulation of the amygdala produced behavioral and autonomic responses that resemble a state of fear, whereas lesion or inactivation of this region inhibited the expression of experimentally induced anxiety and conditioned fear. The basolateral amygdala, where multiple pathways converge, appears to be the locus of associative fear learning. Neural activity here is acutely sensitive to the presentation of previously learned, fear-evoking stimuli. Neurons in the basolateral complex innervate the central nucleus of the amygdala, which is the primary output structure of the amygdala nuclei. This region regulates the behavioral and physiological manifestations of fear. The BNST, which primarily receives input from within the amygdala, serves as an additional output relay station.

Recent optogenetic studies have extended this model of amygdala circuitry and highlighted a role for this structure in behavioral measures of anxiety (Figure 1). Photostimulation of the basolateral amygdala is sufficient to induce fear, and any stimuli paired with this stimulation can become fear-inducing. In addition, activity in this region is critical...
Anxiety regulation within the extended amygdala is also complex. The BNST contains two parallel output pathways to the ventral tegmental area (VTA), ie, a GABAergic pathway that is anxiolytic and a glutamatergic pathway that is anxiogenic. These studies have supported the classical view of the amygdala as a critical site for fear learning. Other optogenetic studies have broadened this view by showing that neighboring projections out of the basolateral amygdala can mediate opposing effects on fear and anxiety. Photostimulation of basolateral complex projections to the central lateral amygdala reduces anxiety in the elevated plus maze, whereas projections to the CA1 region of the hippocampus increase these and other measures of anxiety. This work underscores the importance of characterizing the role of adjacent structures and discrete projections. Indeed, the hippocampus is similarly nonuniform, as photostimulation of the ventral, but not dorsal, dentate gyrus area elicits a robust anxiolytic effect.

Anxiety regulation within the extended amygdala is also complex. The BNST contains two parallel output pathways to the ventral tegmental area (VTA), ie, a GABAergic pathway that is anxiolytic and a glutamatergic pathway that is anxiogenic. The behavioral and physiological components of anxiety can be dissociated via other BNST projections as well. Stimulation of BNST to lateral hypothalamus projections produces avoidance of open arms in an elevated plus maze, but has no effect on respiration rate. Conversely, stimulation of BNST to parabrachial nucleus projections increases respiratory rate without altering plus maze behavior.

Therefore, the anxiolytic actions of BNST cell bodies on respiratory rate are not due to a direct effect on respiratory control. Stimulation of BNST cell bodies directly can produce various responses that depend on the exact location and genetic cell type targeted by the stimulation, factors that likely influence which output pathways are preferentially recruited.

Beyond the extended amygdala, a role for the lateral septum in anxiety has also been demonstrated with optogenetics. Although this structure has been classically associated with anxiolytic responses, optogenetic stimulation of cells expressing corticotropin-releasing factor receptor type 2 produces anxiogenic effects. This effect was demonstrated to occur via GABAergic projections to the anterior hypothalamus. The hypothalamus contains oxytocin-producing neurons that project to the amygdala and participate in the regulation of anxiety. Selective stimulation of this pathway reduced expression of conditioned fear by directly activating GABAergic neurons in the central lateral amygdala.

Obsessive-compulsive (OCD) disorder is a specific subset of anxiety disorders that is characterized by repetitive behaviors aimed at relieving anxiety related to intrusive, irrational thoughts. As with general anxiety disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorder can be treated with antidepressant pharmacotherapies. Research into OCD has revealed a role of striatal circuitry in the expression of stereotyped, repetitive actions. A genetic mouse model of OCD has been developed in which mice lack the postsynaptic scaffolding protein Sapap3. This gene is expressed strongly in the striatum, and its deletion results in defective corticostriatal circuitry. Mice lacking the gene exhibit high levels of anxiety and excessive grooming behavior, both of which are reversed...
with chronic antidepressant treatment. Dorsal striatal medium spiny neurons in these mutant mice exhibit exaggerated responses to the presentation of cues associated with grooming. Photostimulation of lateral orbitofrontal cortical projections to the dorsal striatum attenuated this striatal neuron hyperactivity by activating fast-spiking interneurons in the striatum. Other recent studies that have examined the orbitofrontal projections to the ventral striatum in wild-type mice found that photostimulation of this pathway can increase grooming. While this phenomenon was only produced following chronic stimulation, it persisted for 2 weeks and could be reversed by chronic antidepressant treatment. These studies highlight the importance of corticostriatal circuitry in OCD, but future studies need to clarify where stimulation could be targeted to ultimately alleviate symptoms of the disorder. Indeed, a recent study implicates the more lateral orbitofrontal cortex in controlling the shift from habitual to goal-directed actions.

**Addiction**

Drug abuse disorders are characterized by compulsive drug use in the face of adverse consequences. Highly addictive substances seem to disrupt the processes of self-control associated with normal reward-seeking behavior. Initial research mapping out regions of the brain involved in reward processing and motivation began over a half century ago with electrical intracranial self-stimulation experiments. Recent studies that have used optogenetic techniques to extend this research have already confirmed that stimulation of midbrain dopamine neurons in the VTA and substantia nigra pars compacta is highly reinforcing. Although the predominant effect of VTA dopamine neuron stimulation is to reinforce and motivate operant behavior, an aversive subcircuit has also been identified, that consists of VTA dopaminergic neurons receiving input from the lateral habenula and projecting to the medial prefrontal cortex. In addition, photoactivation of GABAergic interneurons in the VTA has proved to be aversive. This research has largely confirmed ideas that have been developed over the preceding years, but a new level of detail is starting to emerge.

The reinforcing effects of midbrain dopamine neuron activity are believed to be mediated primarily via projections to the striatum, although it has been recently shown that VTA-habenula projections also contribute to this effect. Within the striatum, multiple glutamatergic inputs, in addition to the dopaminergic pathway, can reinforce instrumental behavior. Projections out of the striatum are segregated into two populations based on the expression of certain receptor proteins in the efferent neurons as well as projection targets. Optogenetic activation of these neuronal populations produces opposing behavioral effects, as photostimulation of dopamine D1 receptor-expressing neurons (direct pathway neurons) produces reward-related behavior and photostimulation of dopamine D2 receptor-expressing neurons (indirect pathway neurons) produces aversion. More refined behavioral studies are necessary to expand upon this simple reward/aversion dichotomy.

As individuals repeatedly abuse addictive substances, addictive behaviors develop that are marked by a loss of self-control. Research into the mechanisms of this process has focused on the neural plasticity that addictive drugs produce within reward circuitry. Within the striatum, drug exposure appears to preferentially potentiate glutamatergic inputs onto direct pathway striatal neurons. Individual animals with greater potentiation onto the other projection neurons in the striatum, ie, the indirect pathway neurons, show resistance to compulsive drug use. Following prolonged withdrawal, potentiation of formerly silent basolateral amygdala-striatum synapses is prominent. Pharmacological reversal of this potentiation reverses behavioral manifestation of incubation of drug craving. Numerous pathways, however, appear to be sensitive to drug exposure. Within the dorsomedial nucleus accumbens, drug-induced synaptic potentiation has also been shown to occur within the glutamatergic hippocampus-striatum pathway. In addition, direct pathway striatal neurons (dopamine D1 receptor-expressing), which project back to the VTA and target GABAergic interneurons, are also potentiated by repeated drug use.

Several studies have focused on plasticity occurring within the medial prefrontal cortex. Individual rats that exhibit compulsive drug-seeking show intrinsic hypoactivity of medial prefrontal cortex neurons, while presynaptic enhancement occurs in the prefrontal cortex-accumbens projection. The causal role of cortical areas in addiction appears to be highly complex. Whereas 1 Hz stimulation of prefrontal cortex cell bodies inhibits compulsive drug-seeking, inhibition of the prefrontal cortex-accumbens pathway reduces both reinstatement of cocaine-seeking and compulsive alcohol self-administration. Furthermore, depotentiation of the prefrontal cortex-accumbens pathway reverses cocaine-induced psychomotor sensitization. Thus, while optogenetics have allowed for the ability to study pathway specificity in drug-induced plasticity, future studies are crucial for determining the role of parameters such as drug type and schedule in mediating this plasticity.
Schizophrenia, autism, and beyond

Schizophrenia and autism involve a constellation of symptoms that are not easy to model in rodents. One avenue of research into schizophrenia has focused on neurobiological markers seen within human populations, rather than attempting to recapitulate behavioral models of specific symptoms. For example, cortical gamma oscillations (30–80 Hz), which are altered in schizophrenic patients, can be driven by optogenetic stimulation of fast-spiking cortical interneurons. This manipulation alters the gating of sensory information, which is a common symptom of schizophrenia. A related line of research examines how disruptions in the cellular balance of excitation and inhibition within neural networks underlie deficits in social behavior. Recent research has found that increasing excitatory, but not inhibitory, input to pyramidal neurons of the prefrontal cortex causes social and cognitive disturbances in rodents. This experiment utilized a step function opsin in conjunction with red-shifted opsins to simultaneously alter excitatory and inhibitory components in cortical microcircuits.

Autism spectrum disorders can manifest as repetitive actions and reduced social interaction, which are symptoms that animal studies have tried to address in relation to OCD and depression. As the symptomatology of many psychiatric diseases overlap, some rodent behavioral studies have the potential to address common underlying circuit disruptions. However, there are numerous and obvious differences between people suffering from autism spectrum disorders and those with OCD. For example, people with autism are generally not bothered by their repetitive behaviors, whereas compulsions in OCD are a significant source of anxiety. Additional studies are needed to delineate the neural circuit disruptions that may be common across disorders versus those that are unique to specific psychiatric diseases.

Significant progress has also been made with optogenetic tools in counteracting neural circuit disruptions that underlie certain neurological disorders, such as epilepsy and Parkinson’s disease, which are comparatively easy to model in animals. Epileptiform activity can be completely shut down with photoinhibitions targeted to excitatory neurons as well as with photostimulations targeted to inhibitory neurons. This work is comparable with the advances seen in Parkinson’s disease, in which movement deficits have been minimized in animal models through photostimulations and inhibitions targeted to discrete pathways and groups of neurons. The research on neurological disorders benefits from having straightforward behavioral assays that are directly relevant to the treatment of human disease.

Conclusion

Optogenetics offers valuable tools for studying the neurobiology of psychiatric disease in animal models. The use of genetically-encoded, light-sensitive proteins, which can activate and inhibit discrete neural circuits, is revolutionizing behavioral neuroscience. When integrated with established techniques, ie, brain imaging, genetic manipulations, behavioral assays, and electrophysiology, optogenetics can help uncover the circuitry responsible for complex psychiatric disease states. To date, these tools have been used preclinically to advance our understanding of these phenomena in both rodent models and in nonhuman primates. There has been early success with this research in delineating previously overlooked neural pathways that should be a target in future drug discovery efforts. However, a great deal of clarification is still needed in this work, particularly in the cases where different publications have supported disparate conclusions. As our understanding of the neurobiological of various psychiatric disease states advances, optogenetic tools may eventually be used as therapeutic agents in human patients. This research promises to advance therapeutic drug development and to help refine the groupings of diverse symptomatology present within many psychiatric diseases.
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